Sussex County Archery Association Executive Committee
Minutes of Meeting of 17th June at 7.30pm
Held at Telscombe Civic Centre
360 South Coast Rd
Telscombe Cliffs
BN10 7ES
Present:
Rod Brown, Philip van Buren, Petra Ginman, Iain Cadle, Ann Tyrrell, Graham Stevens, Nick Lea,
Michaela Lake
1. Apologies for absence
András Tokés, Robert Baldwin, Christine Stevens, Charles Poland + apologies received during
meeting from Adele McPeake, Mark and Melanie Worsfold coming from the east who could not
get past a traffic accident near Newhaven.
2. Approval of Minutes of Meeting held 11th April 2019
Deferred due to Minutes Secretary being unable to attend.
3. Matters Arising
See above
4. Officers' Reports etc
4.1.

Chair Rod Brown
I imagine most of you are already aware that Terry White died last month. For those who
didn't know him, Terry was one of the longest-served SCAA Members, sometime
President, a contemporary of - and even prefiguring - Philip and Doreen, particularly
because he started shooting as a Schoolboy. He was of course, along with his wife Pam, a
Life Vice-President of SCAA, and deservedly so in view of the support he gave
encouraging generations of archers, especially Junior Archers. A meticulous organiser, he
believed preparation was everything. He started to reduce his involvement in running
County business about twelve years ago, and because turnover in the sport of archery is
fairly brisk, many of the current members outside of the Hastings area won't have known
him, but I did try to inform the members who I knew would have known him, and a good
number came back to say how much they appreciated the way he'd encouraged them,
either as a Junior or when he was County Team Manager. In terms of Archery
Performance Terry was always massively outshone by his wife, and he always joked about
how many decades he'd been in Archery without winning ANYTHING. Colin Ford is aiming
to arrange a Memorial Clout Shoot in honour of the occasion when Terry really blotted
his copybook by winning an award fairly recently.
More cheerfully, we must congratulate Bryony Pitman on qualifying for Tokyo 2020, and
give her huge respect for holding her position at the top from when she was reserve for
the Rio games.

My involvement with the Target Championships:
On 5th May Geri Barnden asked whether we would like her to contact the Scout Group to
see if their Barbecue could attend the Championships, I replied to take up her offer but
I've heard nothing further yet.
I have had a meeting with Christine Stevens and got her started with the Tournament
Management software. I sent a mailshot to out-of-county Archers who had entered in
2016 and 2017, which resulted in several entries quite quickly.
Other SCAA Tournament activity:
Ian Cosham of Eastbourne contacted us about Doreen's Junior Shoot, and lack of support
for it from SCAA. I had to reply that Doreen had never really made this a SCAA matter,
she either handled it herself or worked with first Ditchling, then Eastbourne, but never
really involved the SCAA Executive. Following up, the shoot was advertised on the SCAA
website and added to the list of County-Sponsored events, and a mailshot was sent out to
all Juniors who have email addresses. Unfortunately only two more entries have come in,
a total of 5 juniors, so the shoot is in danger of being abandoned.
4.2.

Secretary Mark Worsfold
Unable to get to the meeting. Provided proposals for improving progress at meetings, to
be discussed by email

4.3.

Treasurer Graham Stevens
The current balance is £17,532, which is down £2,001 from the balance reported in
February, but up £542 for the year to date.
The primary expenditure has been £1,465 of expenses for tournament expenses and
£499 for insurance cover. The primary income includes £500 for the coaching sessions
put on by SCAA and £289 for entry fees for the upcoming outdoor shoots (no cheque
payments included).
There are some affiliation fees still due, which is expected soon.
We have received a request for a contribution towards the upcoming Level one coaching
course that Martlets in planning. £500 would enable them to keep the cost down to £250
per attendee, this cost being comparable with courses elsewhere. As I am treasurer of
both and Christine is hoping to attend, I must declare a conflict of interest.
The Meeting then discussed the request from the Martlets Guild for support to keep the
Course Fee to the same level as for the previous course. It became clear that because of
the fixed costs and the AGB limit of 12 participants, there is no possibility of covering the
per-capita cost other than by increasing the fee by around £40. The committee agreed
that Coach Education benefits all and is a worthwhile way to spend SCAA fee income, and
in the same way personal development of members generally is also worthwhile
expenditure. Most years more than one Coach Training course is laid on, and the
principle of setting an Education Budget to support two or three Courses and Workshops
a year met with general approval, and will be taken further. The Guild Application for
funds to keep the Course Fee at the same level was approved, estimated at slightly below
£500, proposed by Michaela Lake and seconded by Nick Lea, passed unanimously.

4.4.

Minutes Secretary Melanie Knight-Worsfold
Unable to get to meeting

4.5.

Membership Secretary Rob Baldwin
Nothing significant to report

4.6.

SCAS Representative Rod Brown
As notified in April I was unable to attend the April Council and AGM.
A proposal to continue the Indoor Inter-County league next winter, and to try to arrange
a shoot-out for the top teams was approved, as was a proposal to award SCAS medals
retrospectively for 2018-19.
There was no report from the Inter-Counties Organiser, and no indication whether the
shoot will go ahead.
I continue as SCAS Target Records Officer. The records are up-to-date, and Sussex Archers
shooting County Records are advised to check them to see whether they may be also be
Regional Records.
The SCAS Regional Development Officer who I had a meeting with in March has decided
to move on (I don't think the two are connected, he's going to a better-paid job). I don't
really feel he appreciated the problems we face, so we haven't made much progress.
Whether it will be worth inviting his successor to the Clubs meeting later in the year is an
open question, the main value could be to expose the new person to the views of our
clubs, although depending on his/her background they may have some practical input to
our meeting.

4.7.

Tournament Organiser (Target Outdoor) Christine Stevens
Graham reported for Christine that there are currently only 11 entries on the first day
and 19 on the Championship Day, with 5 weeks to the tournament.
Discussion followed: Support pledged to date is not enough - how to get more?
Will put out another appeal very soon, and include definitions of jobs - Toby Andrews
thinks this the key to getting volunteers, but maybe he hasn't encountered hard-core
apathy!
Suggestions for Ladies Paramount - and/or Gentlemen Patron: Traditionally Saturday has
been the previous year’s Visitor Champion and the Sunday the Sussex Champion. On this
basis the Sunday choice is straightforward, but we need to be creative with the Saturday.
Need to find out whether Groundsman can mark the field, and if so which day of the
week - but we must supervise. If he is unavailable, we have people and gear to mark
accurately ourselves.
Equipment and Facilities: At the moment it's not clear whether more than 20 targets will
be required, and whether we need to buy some replacement bosses (and dispose of the
worn bosses). Future of Tenzone bosses could be decided after July. Decision made not to
order new Eleven Bosses this year as it highly unlikely we will have many more than 20
targets.
Some wheeled equipment IS needed to move our range kit. Several 2-wheeled sack
trucks (£60 ea) could be very effective, and/or a flat-bed hand trolley (£140 for 4ft long
with steel mesh bed, £275 for 5ft long with plywood bed - but there could be delivery
problems, less so in School Holidays). Decision made to purchase three sack trucks.

The height of the 4-leg stands place the Eleven Bosses slightly low – but this was not an
issue with the Judges at the April Match, so we will not ask volunteers to make liftingblocks this year, but maybe they can over the winter.
Instruct volunteers to make set of pennants, and support pins for target numbers.
A repair day is not vital, but if possible will combine with set-out.
Do we need a disabled WC? Cheapest option probably to buy a small chemical toilet and
tent – see Safeguarding Office comments below.

4.8.

Tournament Organiser (Target Indoor) Adele McPeake
Nothing to report.

4.9.

Tournament Organiser (Field) Adele McPeake
Unable to get to meeting. Short report by email from MW who helped at the 3-D shoot
on 15/16 June:
The Sussex county 3d field shoot was a great success, a very good turn out and
excellently run, I would like to suggest we offer more help for field crews, etc so its not
all on Adeles shoulders.
AM’s 15-16 June 3-D Tournament report sent 17 June:
76 Archers shot the event of which only 18 were Sussex Archers
12 Qualifying Scores were achieved for the World 3D Championships in Canada
Weather overall was mild, albeit rainy & gusty for a few hours on Sunday, although
there were only 5 shots outside of the woodland which would have been affected by
this.
Hannah Brown – Chair of World Archery Field Judges, set the course which was well
balanced and had a good variety of shots covering minimum to maximum distances.
THWAC invested heavily in SRT targets, a lot of which were the larger group sizes, (and
very expensive) so that the correct animal sizes could be appropriately placed
(Unsighted 5m to 30m & sighted 5m to 45m)
I decided to use the Ianseo scoring system for which Charles & myself has 3 sessions of
training with Tony Harris. The system is a bit finickity but a great tool and Charles’s
magic fingers produced both accurate and speedy results. Well done young man!
Mark Worsfold was the Sussex representative and took on the role of Lord Paramount,
handing out both OPEN & County medals.
Only medals were issued. I had one unmarked cup returned by Adam Stevens (3D
allegedly) and would suggest that perhaps the county invests in a new set of trophies,
should a club be found to host next years.
In hindsight I should have run either a 3D or a Field shoot. I don’t plan on doing either
next year.
The Field shoot, in July, will be easier to a certain extent than previous years, as we have
invested in more bosses, all of which have been relocated down to the field course for
easier access.
Manning required
8 people for help on Thursday 25th July
2-3 Field crew for Friday 26th July
4-6 Field Crew from 7am to 6pm (ish) on Saturday & Sunday (have 2 from within) –
numbers depend on weather.

Michaela Lake provided an update on Sussex Field Archers achievements and general
developments in Field Archery :
There has been much field archery success with both Adele and Jason winning the 3D
field Championships in Scotland.
Jason Meehan and Michaela Lake were both on the England team at the all British Field
Championships. England came second to a strong Welsh team.
Three Sussex archers have two qualifying scores for the World 3d Championships and
therefore likely to be selected for the GB Team – Adele McPeake, Gary Cole and Jason
Meehan.
Please encourage all Sussex archers to complete this field archery questionnaire on the
archery GB website: https://www.archerygb.org/we-need-yourhelp/?fbclid=IwAR3kaoB4AJtncbDoEDOACwgFya2_YTB62AMxgA5g2aQuSDR3O79RtChsn
E4
This is for both field and target archers to complete and only takes a few minutes.
3D records will be added to the Sussex County field records – we discussed prescribed
animals/distances for these records.
I have endless supplies of Ethafoam in anyone wants it - Adur Valley Archers, Rod and
Philip interested. Useful for making wands, backstops or making your own 3Ds.
Michaela Lake will be doing some Field/3D visits to clubs to talk about getting into field
and 3D archery. Michaela Lake has been selected as England Manager for Field on a
permanent basis following the British Championships.
4.10. Tournament Organiser (Clout) Rod Brown
The Clout Championships are eight weeks away and entries are at a similar level for other
years at this point. But apart from the enthusiasts, very few new SCAA members have
shown up yet (although we have several who live in Sussex just inside the Hants border,
but are actually Hampshire archers). Further efforts will be made to attract more Sussex
entrants.
I have received a request from Gloucestershire to use the Clout Basics leaflet I put
together in 2017 as a training aid for Gloucestershire Coaches attending a CPD Clout day.
This might be something worth considering for our Coaches.
4.11. Summer League Secretary Petra Ginman
I have been answering queries by email for a couple of clubs.
I have been revising the layout and format of the result sheets and hope to get these
distributed to clubs and on the website soon.
Brighton Bowmen have contacted to indicate that they may not be able to complete the
league due to the team format.
Newhaven have withdrawn from the Albion League due to insufficient team numbers as
advised by email. I have heard via Plumpton Bowmen that Newhaven wanted a 4-way but
the other league clubs were not keen on this. I have also heard unofficially that the clubs
in the Albion League feel there is little point to the league seeing as 3 clubs remain.

The only results received to date are from Eastbourne in the Windsor League.
I will be revising the rules format for the website and revise the content on the website
page.
4.12. Junior Winter Leagues Organiser Rob Baldwin
Nothing to report
4.13. SCAS Indoor League Co-ordinator Charles Poland
Nothing to report
4.14. Senior Team Manager Nick Lea
As notified in advance, was unable to attend the 3-way Match in Surrey, so Petra Ginman
had stood in, and provided this report:
I was nominated as team captain for the day as the organiser needed a representative
for Sussex so some of the archers nominated me.
I went up and down the line at the break, lunch and final distance change at the senior
and junior end to make sure everyone was okay.
Everyone was fine and happy. I meant to bring some sweets for everyone but I ran out of
time this week.
I organised a photo of the team at lunch time which Rob has kindly sent to you.
I chatted to the Surrey Chairman who was very nice and I said we would we (Sussex)
would welcome a shoot with Surrey another time. Apparently this shoot is held every
three years(?!).
We had some new shooters to the team, barebow from Newhaven, longbow from
Chichester and a junior I don't know where they came from so I think some shirts are due
for them. I tried to make them feel welcome to the team, but other Sussex members and
target buddies helped with that.
Apparently the shoot had 10 no shows (only one from Sussex).
Weather was very breezy with the odd gust, passing showers, up and down in
temperature. Overall it was a good shoot experience, nice ground and a friendly
experience for all. It was noticed by Sussex archers there was no team manager as the
other teams had their manager wander up and down. But overall the archers were fine
and there were no problems.
I have taken photos of the results and will try and send in a separate email.
Summary of results:
Sussex won Compound (medals given)
Sussex won the Juniors, however it was awarded to Kent. Ben Green noticed the results
were in reverse. I spoke with the organisers who I know and they agreed and corrected
the results. Mark said that he will write to all three counties about the correction and the
Sussex juniors will be awarded medals.

Recurve - Surrey / Sussex / Kent
Compound - Sussex / Kent Surrey - but I have just noticed that Surrey has a higher score
than Sussex so I think they won. I have notified Mark one of the organisers.
Barebow - Surrey / Sussex
Longbow - Kent / Sussex
Juniors - Sussex / Surrey / Kent - not official yet.
4.15. Junior Team Manager Charles Poland
Unable to attend due to Exam, report sent as follows:
As Junior Team Manager I want to promote more junior involvement in events moving
forwards.
I am therefore disappointed that there seems to be something of a lack of
communication as the last two events for which a junior team was required were only
notified to me at short notice. For the Kent 4 way County Match I managed to pull a
team together despite this but in part due to the time frame and in part due to a lack of
response from the organisers meaning that they did not acknowledge the junior entry
until after the deadline, sadly the junior team had to be pulled on the last day before the
match leading to disappointment to those who were hoping to take part. There are
therefore no results for the Juniors to report.
Due to the Kent, Sussex, Surrey County Match being notified to me, also at short notice,
although I was able to scrabble a last minute team together I was unable to attend the
event as I had already committed to help at the 3D shoot organised by Adele being
unaware of the Junior Team requirement at the time of agreeing to help elsewhere.
Our Junior team put in an astounding effort with 4 of them placing in the top 5 handicap
adjusted scores and then winning the junior team category.
I am concerned that the lack of information filtering through and last minute
arrangements and changes will not enable me to build relationships with the Junior Team
members and lead to a lack of faith in me as the Manager and little incentive for them to
want to be part of the Junior Team, the opposite of what we are all trying to advocate.
I am still also lacking in junior scores and data across the County and therefore the short
notice requests that I make by consequence are aimed at Juniors based largely on last
year and winter league details. This therefore leads me to believe that there are still
likely to be Juniors across Sussex who deserve a place on the Team of which I am
currently unaware.
Finally, when I held the pre Hampshire Inter-County training session I suggested that I
would like to hold more junior training sessions and that I wanted to find facilities that
were broadly in mid Sussex and so available to all of the Junior archers without too
arduous a journey. Newhaven have very kindly offered their facilities for this purpose.
Although this is not the most positive report I would like thank Nick for his help, support
and very prompt replies.
I have not been made aware of any other forthcoming competition dates so please can I
be emailed details of all known dates so that I can plan ahead?

I have just been informed that there was a mistake at the Kent, Sussex, Surrey county
shoot. Mark Preston said this in his email to me "I have some medals for your Junior team
who missed out on the gold team medals on Saturday due to a mistake… The results were
ranked by made score rather than handicap score at the shoot which ended up reversing
the order. We have 6 gold medals for your team so they won’t feel hard done by."
4.16. Junior Representative Rob Baldwin
No report; sent pictures of 3-way Match
4.17. Records Officer Elizabeth Kellingley
No report, but has written to say she is unable to continue due to work and other
commitments.
4.18. Rankings Officer James Jackson
Message received:
Sorry that we couldn’t make it to the meeting. Everything is all good from my end. Scores
are coming in but they are a lot slower than they used to be, so I’ve started trawling
through results from local tournaments to pick up a few archers. It seems that
competition is quite low this year. I have been speaking a lot to Newhaven and they have
a couple of interested juniors so we will hopefully have a few good junior scores in the
coming weeks.
4.19. Records Officer (Field) Michaela Lake
Very few records have been received, although aware of a number of eligible scores that
have not been claimed. Suffered catastrophic loss of data due to hard disk failure, the last
set of records has now been retrieved from Archive, and intending to try to emulate style
and format of the Target records.
The meeting discussed how to deal with Records for WA 3-D Rounds, which, because they
are unstructured, are not recognised by ArcheryGB. RB reported a recent discussion with
the Rules Committee Chairman, who said Regions and Counties were free to hold
whatever Records they liked, there was no need to follow Archery GB’s policy. It was
therefore agreed that ML would put together a proposal for rationalising the WA 3-D
Round with a view to getting AGB to adopt its own version, and in the meantime start
keeping records of Sussex Archers.
4.20. Website Manager András Tokés
Unable to attend, report as follows:
I've attached the Google Analytics report for this month, compared to with the previous
one.
From that you can see that the website's audience hasn't changed much - in fact I think
it's mostly us who would visit the site often. Note, that Analytics excludes those visits
when you are logged in using your WordPress users on the site. So no cheating. :-)
The plan for the coming month is to investigate how could I make the website more
attractive to users and installing the latest WordPress upgrade.
Disk usage:

Our disk usage is still over 90%, due to the amount of inboxes and the huge mails we're
receiving in certain boxes.
This means that the website auto-backup still doesn't work, I've done the last backup on
the 14th of May.
Would it be possible to resolve the storage situation in a priority? The offers I've found
previously are likely still available.
Mailbox sizes:
rankingsofficer mailbox: please not you have mails dating back to 2011, which isn't
possible to delete from the webmail interface. Please use your mail client to remove
messages, or let's have a chat how else could we resolve this. Your mailbox is 98% full.
Also, you seem to have a lot of spam.
junior-winter-league: Your mailbox is 73% full. You also have 5+ year old messages in your
inbox. And spam.
juniorteammanager: Your mailbox is 83% full, You also have very old emails and spam in
your mailbox.
Rest of the team: nice job keeping your mailboxes in check. :-)
4.21. Safeguarding Officer Ann Tyrrell
Nothing to report, but discussed whether SCAA should try to provide a disabled WC close
to the shooting in addition to the fixed WCs in the School. Even though an archer had
provided his own disabled WC tent for a previous event, she thought a tent would be
potentially embarrassing and very public. The difficulties involved in getting a Portalootype unit delivered, positioned and collected at a school with access restrictions in school
hours were recognised as disproportionate. It was agreed that CS should try to contact
disabled entrants for their views. It was also agreed that attempts would be made to
position the shooting line as close as possible to the school buildings, and the judges
would be asked to make sure plenty of time was allowed for use of the WCs in the
buildings, and SCAA would be prepared to assist (push wheelchairs).
4.22. County Coaching Officer Iain Cadle
Numbers of coaches registered to Sussex
Level 1 – 38
Level 2 – 14
County – 6
Senior – 1
Total – 59
Of these – 12 are up for renewal within the next 6 months.
Level 1 course – has been booked for the Autumn
Archers performance course and other workshops are under discussion at the next
Martletts meeting
AGM coaches workshop – to be discussed once the date of the AGM has been
confirmed.

5. Junior Training and Team Building Sessions:
This is something that definitely should be followed up after the very successful session arranged by
CP at Hellingly at Easter, when Newhaven offered to host some more meetings, but apart from RB

confirming interest and discussing the principle with Rowena Berterelli, nothing further has
happened in eight weeks. We need to fix date(s) with Newhaven. There are effectively only ten
suitable weekends left until the end of the outdoor season.
Dates selected shouldn’t conflict with other archery events, and although it makes good sense to
have some activities during the school holidays, it is probably unwise to hold anything that
introduces new styles and disciplines when part of the target audience is likely to be away.
Bearing in mind due warning must be given, available Saturdays are 6 July 24 Aug 31 Aug 7 Sept
14 Sept 21 Sept. But the August dates might rule out a significant number, but could work well for
those not on Holiday.
Saturdays were suggested to avoid Sundays, which are normally either Competition days or Club
days; but it had been overlooked that Charles works on Saturdays. Also some Juniors may be at
Academies on Saturdays. We’d have to take care selecting Sundays as not only some of the Juniors
but also adult helpers / coaches may be away at shoots.
Mid-week is also a possibility in Holiday time, but Newhaven would need to confirm they are able to
use their field, and can provide people to access equipment etc – which should be possible as they
have retired members. The main point is that we need to start making firm suggestions.
To some extent date depends on whether there will be an Inter-Counties Match – which seems
unlikely, but could be in late August or early September
Suggest making any sessions open to as many juniors as possible - two types of session, one is teambuilding as in April, the other more of a fun-event with a view to tasting all Archery Disciplines.
Mchaela and Jason have offered to give Field introduction sessions, but are unlikely to be available
during the week.
6. Team Selection:
· For remaining Matches this Summer (no firm news on an Inter-County)
· For Indoor Matches next Winter
NL commented that there were times when he was unable to access the Rankings List on the
website, even when he flushed the cache on his computer, but at other times he had no
problems. The main difficulty encountered was, for seniors, the relatively small number of
archers submitting scores, and the famine of archers in some bow styles (Ladies Longbow, Ladies
Barebow). For Juniors the difficulty arose because there are currently very few who are shooting
12-dozen Rounds.
7. Clubs Meeting:
It was agreed that a meeting should be arranged, and it should be held after end of Outdoor
Season, near the beginning of the next Membership year. IC suggested one month before the
AGM. Possible choices are Saturdays: 12 Oct 26 Oct 3rd Nov
Discussed whether this would be a good time for Presentation to Doreen Cannon, the
alternative would be at the County Championships. Decisiion to be f deferred until more is
known about the turnout for the Championships, but the Clubs Meeting would be more
comfortable and may have more Clubs represented,
Discussed whether to invite the regional Coaching Officer and the new SCAS Development
Officer to talk – availabilities to be investigated.
8. Any Other Business
8.1. Date for AGM : After discussion it was agreed that preferred date is 23rd November, with
second preference of 30th November if room not available. AT to check.

9. Date for next Meeting
9.1. 13th August at Telscombe Cliffs
ACTION LIST
Team Selection
Level 1 Coach Course
Equipment
Tournament
Medals
Records
Junior Team Building
Clubs Meeting
AGM Date
Chrontir
Field Champs

QA check on availability of up to date Rankings
Publicise to Clubs, note subsidised price
Instruct C Chedzoy and K Doswell re making small
items; arrange purchase of Sack Trucks
Further reminders to be sent out, helpers for
specific jobs to be identified
Needed to be sure medals available for Clout
New Records Officer needed
Work out possibilities with Newhaven AC
Contact Tony Ferguson and new Regional
Development Officer, Check Room Availability
Check whether Room at BH is available
Have available for next Hire
Set-up and help Party

NL, CP, JJ
MW, RodB
RodB
CS, RodB
GS, RodB
MW
CP, ML,
RobB, IC
IC, RodB
AT
AM
AM, MW

